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Grievance panel
BY DAVID SHARGEL
News Editor
A faculty grievance panel
unanimously recommended earlier
this week to affirm last semester's
decision by the Board of Trustees
to deny tenure to Assistant Profes-
sor of History Robert Hinton.
President Robert A. Oden Jr.
has yet to officially respond to the
panel's recommendation.
r
"r. ".
Hinton declined to comment.
Assistant Professor of Psy-
chology G. Renoir McDonaugh,
who was denied second reappoint-
ment during the same Tenure and
Promotion Committee review, is
still in the process of appealing her
original decision.
McDonaugh said, "I'm sur-
prised and disappointed by the
outcome and my prayers are with
Professor Hinton.
Kate Bennett
Sheldon Kimber '00, Michael Klein '99 and Mount Vernon resident Hal Nastelin work on a Habitat for Humanity house
this weekend. About 70 Kenyon students participated in the two-da- y blitz build.
Students participate in house building
BY MAUREEN FOLEY
Staff Reporter
Last weekend members of the
Habitat for Humanity Board of
Knox County, volunteers from
across the county and approxi-
mately 70 Kenyon students
participated in a blitz build, or
S3
two day construction project. The
bam-raisin- g like event allowed
Dana and Dede Good to complete
preliminary building of their new
' house before the onset of winter
storms.
Volunteers worked a total of
24 hours over last Saturday and
Sunday to raise the walls and erect
Greek Council Vice President
MacAdam Glinn considers this
semiannual service project one of
the most important events his or-
ganization sponsors. Glinn hopes
this blood drive will also help con-
vince antagonists ofGreek life that
fraternities and sororities do have
Hypnotist visits Rosse Hall P.9
WKCO begins broadcasting P. 8
Lords football tramples Oberlin
P.12
Established 1856
affirms
Hinton and McDonaugh were
denied tenure and second reap-
pointment respectively in a
relatively uncharacteristic move by
the Board of Trustees.
A statement issued by the col-
lege in the spring concerning the
tenure decisions said, "While nega-
tive second reappointment and
tenure decisions have been rela-
tively rare at Kenyon, they are not
unprecedented."
-
-
the ceiling of the house. The
volunteers also installed the
house's siding, shingles, win-
dows and doors. The blitz left
only plumbing, electrical and fin-
ishing work to be completed so
the Good family can move in.
The Good family was
see HABITAT page two
a useful role on campus and that
their manpower can be of great
benefit to the Kenyon community.
"There is a perception on
campus of Greeks as party mon-
gers who have little to do with
anything outside the Greek sys-
tem itself," he says. Glinn also
L
FRIDAY:
Sunny. H
around 70.
SATURDAY: Dry. H 70s. L 45-5- 0.
SUNDAY and MONDAY: Chance of
rain. H 60-7- 0. L 50s.
Hinton decision
What distinguished last year's
negative decisions is the fact the
both Hinton and McDonaugh are
both African American, the state-
ment said.
As of last year Hinton and
McDonaugh represented half of
the African American faculty at
Kenyon. Typically, faculty who
are not reappointed leave Kenyon
after a short period of time.
The decision created much
Court date set in
Finefrock harassment
and discrimination suit
BY DAVID SHARGEL
News Editor
A court date has been set in
the lawsuit filed last October
against the Board of Trustees, Book
Store manager Jack Finefrock and
Vice President for finance Joseph
G. Nelson by two former book-
store employees.
An eight-juro- r trial to settle
claims of age and gender discrimi-
nation as well as sexual harassment
made by Linda Boggs and Marilyn
Heck will begin Dec. 8.
Heck and Boggs filed separate
suits with the Knox County Court of
Common Pleas on October 16, 19.
Heck, who was employed by
the college in 1988, claims that
beginning in 1993 Finefrock be-
gan making derogatory comments
about Heck's abilities and perfor-
mance as a bookstore employee.
Concerns did arise among the
bookstore management over
Heck's ability to correctly perform
her job, which included data entry
and weekly departmental audits.
These concerns were ex-
pressed in an oral disposition of
points out that each Greek orga-
nization at Kenyon requires its
members to participate in ser-
vice projects which are of vital
significance to the community.
In this blood drive, for example,
87 pints of blood were donated.
The blood goes directly from
the Mount Vernon Red Cross to
the Columbus Blood Bank, where
supplies are running low. "Right
now, we're down to a one day's
supply of blood," says Eloise
I lagan, who has spent 30 years
with the Red Cross, "in case of
disaster or emergency, we'd need
to ship blood in from an outside
bank."
Greek Council sponsors community blood
BY JESSICA ANDRUSS
Staff Reporter
A blood drive sponsored by
the Kenyon College Greek Coun-
cil and the Mount Vemon Red
Cross took place Tuesday in Gund
Commons.
Fundraising sets record
P.2
Psychology professor
named Gtizen of the Year
P.7
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controversy among students, fac-
ulty and staff alike due to the small
numler of students, faculty and
administrators of color at Kenyon.
Both Hinton and McDonaugh im-
mediately announced that they
would file grievances.
Professor of Psychology Linda
Smolak, who chairs the faculty
grievance panel, said, "I am not in
a position to comment directly on
see TENURE page two
Book Store
bookkeeper
Yvonne
Farson on
June 20.f Heck
claims that
Finefrock's
J conduct,
Jack Finefrock which in- -
eluded
haranguing,
threatening and shouting at Heck,
created a hostile work environment
1 leek also claims that Nelson
and the Board of Trustees, despite
their knowledge of Finefrock's
conduct, failed to take any action
to remedy the abuse.
The lawsuit also asserts that
Finefrock encouraged I leek to par-
ticipate in a scheme which involved
lifetime health benefits for her, al-
though she was not entitled to such --
benefits.
On June 19, 1995 Heck was
fired because she refused to par-
ticipate in the scheme, the lawsuit
says.
For these and other claims
see COURT page three
drive
With only 40 scheduled blood
drives each year in Knox County,
Kenyon's contribution isextremely
helpful. Many students decided to
donate due to personal experience.
"I know my father had cancer, and
seeing all the blood he needed made
me see the imporatnee of giving,"
said Kate Snyder '00, who has
donated bkxxl to many of Kenyon's
bloodmobiles.
Snyder is joined by many
other veteran donors. The num-
ber of students who decided to
give blood at the last minute sur-
passed the individuals who did
not show up for (heir scheduled
appointments.
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'96-'9- 7 fundraising yields record amount
100 Senior Program boosts to-
tals
$9,408,100Gifts to Kenyon
with 97 percent participation 1995-9- 6 vs 1996-9- 7
Lastyear'sfundraising efforts
brought Kenyon College a record
$9.4 million, the highest figure in
the college's history. The previous
record was set in 1986 with $6.8
million.
The record comes at the end of
the first year of the "quiet" phase
of Kenyon's capital campaign,
which will extend through June
30,2001.
"This almost had to be a
record-breakin-g year if we're go-
ing to meet our fundraising goals,"
says Lisa Schott, director of the
Office of Alumni and Parent Rela-
tions and Annual Funds.
Habitat: 'Blitz build' provides
local family with housing
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
selected to be a Habitat for Hu-
manity partner family after
completing an application and fi-
nancial evaluation. Habitat for
Humanity gives selected partner
families the chance to build their
own house. The partner families
must work 500 hours on their
own and other Habitat houses as
a deposit payment, and are re-
quired to pay monthly
installments towards a no-inter- est
mortgage.
Habitat for Humanity was es-
tablished by self-mad- e millionaire
Millard Fuller 20 years ago, and
now benefits hundreds of commu-
nities. According to Joyce Klein,
Kenyon Habitat coordinator and
memberof the Knox County Habi-
tat Board, the organization gives
lower income families the oppor-
tunity to have affordable housing.
Klein notes that volunteers and
Kenyon students benefit from the
Weekly Log
Sept. 18, 12:45 a.m. Unregis-
tered social event at Old Kenyon.
Sept. 18, 3:45 a.m. Fire door in
Old Kenyon damaged by vandal-
ism.
Sept. 18, 10:25 a.m. Medical call
from Colburn Hall.
Sept. 18, 9:24 p.m. Emergency
lights out called at Old Kenyon.
Sept 18, 9:55 p.m. Emergency
lights out called at Hanna Hall.
Sept. 18, 3:40 a.m. Carpet in Old
Kenyon damaged by cigarette
butt.
Friday, 1 :36 p.m. Mess found in
restroom of Leonard Hall from
washing a dog.
Friday, 11:52 p.m. Fire extin-
guisher discharged on first floor
Watson Hall.
Saturday, 12:00 a.m. Fight bro-
ken up at Bexley Place.
Saturday, 12:15 a.m. Medical
call from Leonard Hall.
Sunday, 12:55 a.m. Underage
The Office of Development
this month released the final fund-raisi- ng
figures for the fiscal year
which ended June 30.
. Last year's 100 Senior Pro-
gram was also its most successful.
The program, which is in its 12th
year, asks seniors to pledge over a
two-ye- ar period. 97 percent (346
out of 357 seniors) of the Class of
'97 participated.
Brian Dowdall, assistant di-
rector in the Office of Alumni and
Parent Relations and Annual
Funds, runs 100 Senior. "One of
my number-on- e goals is to educate
our senior classes about giving to
Volunteers and Kenyon,
students benefit from
the experience by
gaining a better
understanding of the
reality of poverty.
experience by gaining a better un-
derstanding of the reality of
poverty.
"Some of the most amazing
experiences I ever have had have
been building for Habitat," states
Sheldon Kimber '00. Kimber, who
spent most of his time "on the
roof while at the blitz, comments
that "...lots of valuable skills, from
siding to framing to roofing" are
learned at Habitat sessions.
People interested in helping
Habitat for Humanity's efforts
to build the Good's house should
contact Joyce Klein.
intoxication found at Old Kenyon.
Sunday, 2:19 a.m. Intoxicated
student found at McBride Resi-
dence.
Sunday, 12:10 p.m. Backpack
stolen at Old Kenyon.
Monday, 5:45 a.m. Fire alarm at
the Red Door Cafe.
Calls responded to by Secu-
rity and Safety Office
Medical calls: 89
Fire related calls: 37
Safety related calls: 163
Service related calls: 183
Disciplinary calls: 25
Suspicious vehicle person calls: 7
Trespasser: 1
Vandalism calls: 30
Theft calls: 10
Non-medic- al escorts: 41
Total calls for service for month
to dale: 586
Source: Security and Safety Office
$1,819,306
$432,447
$391,619
$1,615,375.
Kenyon Fund
1995-9- 6
the Kenyon Fund," he says.
Dowdall also says that the
success of the program shows
that current students, are happy
; r, ll'Ji.! , 1.
Tenure: Thorough appeal process
denies Hintdh new tenure review
CONTINUED FROM PAGE, 1 A ,
Professor Hinton's grievance.- -
The first phase of any griev-
ance committee hearing involves
an informal consultation with the
President or Provost Katherine
Haley Will. If this consultation fails
to produce amicable results, the
faculty member in question may
request that the Faculty Grievance
Committee become involved.
The faculty member may then
request either mediation from the
grievance committee or skip di-
rectly to a grievance committee
hearing.
The panel consists of three
members of the grievance com-
mittee who first conduct a
preliminary investigation. This step
is designed in order to determine
whether or not a full grievance
hearing is required.
The grievance hearing in- -
PRISON INMATE
Prison inmate Jamie Kenyon at the Mt.
McGregor Correctional Facility in Wilton,
NY, desires correspondence from any
student or faculty member sincerely
interested in communicating with him.
Jamie Kenyon 94B2017 A104
ML McGregor Corr. Fac.
P.O. Box 2071 Mt. McGregor Rd.
Wilton, N.Y. 12831
1 CAMPUS
fUMDBAISBfl
Raise aD the money your group
needs by sponsoring a VISA
Fundraiser on your campus.
No investment & very little time
needed. There's no obligation, so
why not call for infemtaaon today.
CaD 1-800-323- -8454x95.
Business Advertising Manager: Torsten Seifert
Advertisers should contact the BusinessAdvertising Manager
for current rates and further information at (614) 427-533- 8 or
5339. All materials should be sent to: Advertising Manager,
The Kenyon Collegian, P.O. Box 832, Gambier, Oil 43022.
$2,616,549
$1,311,047
$889,487
Parents Fund Endowment Other
1996-9- 7 "
with Kenyon . a good selling
point when asking alumni, cor
porations, and foundations to
contribute.
Trri 'surprisedJand disappointed by the out-
come and my prayers are with Professor
Hinton.' Renoir McDo'naugh, assistant
professor of psychology
eludes the review of dossiers and
other documents as well as the
considering of witness statements.
Once the hearing is complete
the panel meets to make a decision
concerning the grievance. Accord-
ing to Smolak, the panel "may not
re-cond- uct the evaluation. In other
words, the panel cannot 'reverse'
or amend the decision. At most,
the panel may recommend a new
review."
Furthermore, the grievance
committee may only look at
"whether the administration com-
plied with the applicable policies
SPRING BREAK '98
Sell trips, Earn Cash & Go Free!!! Student Travel Services is
now hiring campus repsgroup organizers. Lowest rates to
Jamaica, Mexico & Florida. Call 1-800-64- 8-4849.
JODY'S
109 S. MAIN
MOUNT VERNON
397-957- 3
$4,539,794
$4,207,732
Total
Since April's report, more than
one million dollars has been added
to the endowment, bringing its to-
tal close to $78 million.
and procedures of the college,
whether the dossier compiled for
the purposes of evaluation was
properly constituted, and whether
the evidence compiled in the dos-
sier was reasonably interpreted,"
according the Faculty Handbook.
Once the panel reaches a deci-
sion it makes a recommendation to
the president. The same recom-
mendation is also sent to all
involved parties.
McDonaugh, who learned on
Tuesday of the panel's recommen-
dation, said, "I imagine I will know
my own outcome pretty soon."
MONDAY tbra SATURDAY
6 un. to 3 pjn.
SUNDAY &a.m. to3 ajns
$3 DELIVERY CHARGE TO
KENYON
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
10 uiu to 2pja.
SATURDAY BREAKFAST BUFFET
7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
SUNDAY BREAKFAST BUFFET
8ajn.to2p.m.
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
Diacovw. America Express Mastercard, and Va accepted
The Business Advertising Manager may also be reached via e-m- ail
at collegiankenyon.edu.
Yearly subscriptions to The Kenyon Collegian are available for
$30. Checks should be made payable to The Kenyon Collegian
and sent to the Business Advertising Maa-iger- .
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NEWS
Students: No place left to party
DURHAM, N.H. (AP) No one
claims to know for sure what caused
tbe two recent disturbances at the
University of New Hampshire.
But some students say it's
simply a case of a small town
and a campus that has too few
places for students to party, es-
pecially in light of new
restrictions on fraternities.
"Some have said the police
provoked taunts and rock-and-bott- le
throwing by showing up in
force at an off-camp-us gathering
Friday night and early Saturday.
Vi McNeill, a town councilor, re-
jects the idea.
"This behavior cannot be
blamed on police presence, uni-
versity restrictions or rules of any
sort," she said.
"There is nothing noble here,"
she said. "This action is not a state-
ment This was nothing more than
a drunken, unruly mob of college
kids looking for a place to party.
They had been swarming all night
with no place to. go. The Univer-
sity of New Hampshire must
provide a place where students can
gather safely."
Campus fraternities voluntar-
ily banned drinking last year.
"There's no doubt that the
rules concerning alcohol on cam-
pus and at Greek functions have
been tightened," said Durham po-
lice CapL Michael Golding.
Leila Moore, UNH's vice
president for student affairs, in-
sists there is plenty to do for
students who choose not to drink,
however.
"We have provided opportu-
nities on campus, but students don' t
take advantage of them as much as
they should," she said.
Moore said students need to
take more personal responsibility.
Two other large campuses,
Michigan State and Iowa State,
have had similar confrontations
between students and police this
school year.
Court: Jury to hear complaint against
college, Nelson and Finefrock
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Heck is demanding compensatory
and punitive damages in excess of
$25,000 as well reinstatement to
her position and back pay since
June 19, 1995.
Marilyn Boggs extended her
suit to include Issues of sexual
harassment claiming that Finefrock
made derogatory comments and
absurd demands upon Boggs.
Finefrock declined tocomment.
Melissia C. Martinez, co --
counsel for Boggs and Heck said,
"The parties have discussed settle- -
ment and the parties have not come
to an agreement. We have every
intention of trying this case."
,
The
A motion of summary judge-
ment, which would have kept the
case out of the courtroom and left
the j udgment in the hands of Knox
County Court Judge Ortho Eyster,
was deriiefd on Monday when
Eyster set the December trial date.
Attorneys for the college de-
clined to comment.
Kenyon Review
is pleased to announce the appointment
of these outstanding women and men
ICR Student Associates
David Smydra o Denise Wong
Abby Kennedy o Amanda Gilvin
Emily Huigens o Sara Shea
Elaine Bleakney o Leah Plunkett
Ben Bagocius o Amanda Baber
Sarah Coombs o Mara Schneider
Lisa Groesz
They will join these returning Senior Associates:
Christel Lee McAdam Glinn Lauren Goodwin
Phil Daluge Amanda Loy Lauren Johnston
Heather Woods
The associates will serve as adjunct members of The Kenyon Review staff,
working directly with KR professionals to gain hands-o- n editing and publishing
experience, attend expert briefing programs, explore self-identifi- ed areas and
issues and benefit from special literary, cultural and professional opportunities.
Elizabeth Armbuster Jessica Dolce Jack Dreher
will serve as Coordinators of Student Associates.
The program is made possible through an initiative of The Kenyon Review, part
of the mission of which is to contribute to the enrichment of the academic,
cultural and artistic life of the Kenyon College community.
tlflje Jlenpon Collegian
Ohio poll finds Gore approval rating dropping
CINCINNATI (AP) President Clinton's approval rating remained
high, but Vice President Al Gore's approval rating dropped, accord-
ing to the latest Ohio Poll.
The poll released Sunday showed that roughly 59 percent of
respondents approved of Clinton's job as president, 37 percent disap-
proved and 5 percent had no opinion.
The numbers were nearly the same as a poll released last April in
which 57 percent approved of Clinton's performance, 37 percent
disapproved and 6 percent had no opinion.
Roughly 42 percent said they approved of Gore's performance,
down from 53 percent last April. The disapproval rating increased
from 22 percent to 26 percent, while 32 percent said they had no
opinion.
Pollsters did not ask respondents why they disapproved of Gore,
so there was no way to tell why his rating fell. Gore's fund-raisin- g
activities are under investigation by the Senate.
The poll has a margin of error of 3 percent.
Cunanan's father plans documentary on son's
alleged cross country serial killings
LOS ANGELES (AP) Any money Andrew Cunanan's father
makes from a planned documentary about his son's alleged cross-
country serial killings will go toward building a shrine in Cunanan's
memory.
Modesto "Pete" Cunanan, accompanied by a filmmaker from the
Philippines, came to Los Angeles this week to begin work on the
project he said will allow him to "sleuth around" for facts.
Andrew Cunanan, whom authorities considered the prime sus-
pect in five murders, including that of clothing designer Gianni
Versace, shot himself to death July 23 in a Miami Beach houseboat.
The father also plans to go to court seeking to be named executor
of his son'sestate. Any money he makes from the film, Cunanan said,
will go toward building "a church, a chapel or a temple" in his son's
memory.
He plans to interview his son's friends and acquaintances, said
Cunanan, a former U.S. Navy chief petty officer who lives outside of
Manila.
Israel says it knows identities ofsuicide bombers
ASSIRA, West Bank (AP) Four suicide bombers who carried out
recent attacks in Israel were on a list of Islamic militants that Israel had
been pressing Yasser Arafat's government to arrest to prevent blood-
shed, Israel said Tuesday.
The Israeli announcement was sure to embarrass Arafat, who had
insisted the suicide bombers who struck Jerusalem on July 30 and
Sept. 4 came from outside Palestinian territory. It also buttressed
Israel Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's contention that the
Palestinian leader has not done enough to control terrorism.
Twenty-fiv- e people died in those attacks, including five bombers.
Efforts to work out a lasting peace between Israel and the
Palestinians have stalled in large part because of what Israel contends
is Arafat's unwillingness to crack down on Islamic militants who
carry out violent attacks.
The four were among 88 Hamas and Islamic Jihad activists that
Israeli authorities had demanded the Palestinian Authority arrest to try
to prevent more suicide bombings. All lived in the West Bank village
of Assira, a Hamas stronghold.
Palestinian officials said Tuesday that Arafat's government could
not be blamed for failing to prevent the bombings because Israel was
in charge of security in Assira and all other West Bank villages. The
Palestinian Authority controls security only in the seven West Bank
towns.
DUY RECYCLED.
AND save:
When you buy products made from recycled materials,
recycling keeps working. To find out more, call 1-800-C- ALL-EDF.
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Having a choice
besides alcohol
The push for late night programming
has long been needed
Overheard at the Archon party last Friday, by a freshman
standing outside the throng of partiers and just watching: "I feel
dumb."
She was one of the few at the scene not drinking. It was probably
sinking in with her, as it undoubtedly has with almost the entire first-ye- ar
class, that there are few options on the weekends that don't
involve alcohol.
The Office of Residential Life made a strong push this year to
crack down on underage drinking, and the first-ye- ar class was its
central target. But it takes new students just weeks, sometimes far
less, to discover that underage drinking is prominent at Kenyon.
It's hard to change someone's personal choice about consum-
ing alcohol, but it's a lot easier to present someone with a variety of
choices for entertainment, especially on weekends. Even the most
popular nonalcoholic programming Kenyon has the hypnotist
tomorrow night, for example, or Kenyon Film Society movies
rarely extends beyond the hour of 1 0. For Kenyon si udents, the night
has hardly begun by 10 p.m.
That's why the new push for late night programming is vital for
Kenyon and its students. The Students Activities Center is currently
seeking a Late Night Programming Student Coordinator to fill the
role of promoting alternative activities during the hours of 10 p.m.
to 2 a.m. on weekend nights. Jamele Adams, coordinator for ethnic
events and services, has already made a strong push for broader
entertainment options on the weekends. There are many energetic
individuals ready to attack the dilemma of "having nothing to do" on
weekends; now it's just a matter of getting to work.
If Kenyon truly desires to fight underage drinking, then one of
the most effective ways will be through the variety and quality of
nonalcoholic entertainment options. It's hard to expect mat under-
age students will choose not to drink here. It's much less difficult to
expect that by providing viable programming options, though, there
will at least be other choices for students to make besides what frat
party to get hammered at.
Office: Chase Tower al llie Kip of Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, Sludenl Activities Center, Gainbier OH
43022.
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Gainbier, OH 43022
E-ni- ail address: collegiankenyon.edu
Phone numbers: (614) 427-533- 8, 5339
Internet address: hllp:www.kenyon.edupuhseollegian
The opinion page is a space for members of die community to discuss issues relevant
to the campus and the world al large. The opinions expressed on tliis page belong only
to Uie writer. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect Uie opinions of the Kenyon
Collegian staff. Voice from Uie Tower is used wlien a member of tlie Kenyon Collegian
staff wishes to express a personal opinion apart from the staff as a whole. All members
of the community are welcome to express opinions through a letter to the editors. The
Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for length and clarity.
The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be
signed by individuals, not organizations, and must be 500 words or less. Letters must
also be received no later than die Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian
prints asmany letters as possible each weeksubject lospace.interest and appropriateness.
Members of the editorial board reserve die right toreject any submission. The Collegian
also will consider publishing letters which run considerably beyond 500 words. If such
a letter meet tlie above criteria of space, interest and appropriateness, the author will
be notified and tlie letter will be publislied as a guest column.
Tlie Kenyon Collegian is published weekly wlu'lethe college isinsession, except during
examination and vacation periods. Tlie views expressed in the paper do not necessarily
reflect tlie views of Kenyon College.
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Want to procrastinate? Read this
"( l ulllBV!bAVE CARROLL -
Staff Columnist
Sure, the rest of the world
makes so-call- ed "New Year's
Resolutions" on the first of Janu-
ary. We who have spent the large
majority ofour lives in school know
better. For us the soul searching
happens in the hazy days of late
August when the summer draws to
a close, and we are faced with
another year of not quite living up
to our own standards.
At the beginning of her intro-
ductory calculus course this year,
Professor Carol Schumacher
handed out a sheet entided:-"Dr- .
Carol's Tried and True 12-St- ep
Method to Failing Calculus ."These
include: 'The computer is smarter
than you are,' and 'Homework is
for chumps.' However, steps 1, 7,
and 12 are all the same: "Procras-
tinate." If one was to poll the
student body, asking eaclrindi-vidu- al
to name his academic bad
habits, I am positive that almost all
of us would admit to an inability to
start schoolwork on time.
To those of you who are so
incredibly talented that you never
miss a deadline, always get work
done early, and have never pulled
an all-night- er, what follows will be
unfamiliar territory. But for the
rest of us, from the honors biology
major who agonizes over the deci-
sion to ask for the first extension of
her life to the party animal who
makes Chris Farley look like
Doogie Howser, procrastination is
an affliction we must take very,
very seriously.
Worst of all, everyone else is
doing it.
How does procrastination
work? To begin, let us consider the
following excerpt from a book that
senior poli-s- ci major Brian Mason
is writing on the topic (being some-
what an expert in the field).
'Ifyou are' practicing procrastination as an art
form, you have reached what I like to call the
"Mason Plateau." Seek professional help.
Chapter 1: The Art Form of Procrasti-
nation
Stare at the computer screen
for hours at a time without
writing a damn thing. Then, type your
name, date, and class in the
upper right hand corner, and take a 30-minu- te
break to reward
yourself for the progress.
Well, maybe that wasn't quite
what I had in mind. But it does
raise a good point diat part of
procrastination's deviousness is
that it can often be an end unto
itself. Brian is describing procras-
tination for procrastination's sake.
However, procrastination in this
form is virtually impossible tocom-ba- t.
If you are practicing
procrastination as an art form, you
have reached what I like to call the
"Mason Plateau." Seek profes-
sional help.
Perhaps we can find better in-
sight into the workings of
procrastination in a story from my
childhood. Our first-grad- e class
was coloring butterflies. For some
reason, I was taking longer than the
other students were. I wanted to
make it something special, so I
ended up turning it in late. Now at
the time, we were being rewarded
for schoolwork with play money.
Everyone had earlier received one
"penny" for their butterflies. When
Mr. Dennis looked at my late but
beautiful butterfly, he said: "I'm
sorry David, I can't give you a
penny, because you turned this in
late. But I can give you a nickel,
because it's the best butterfly in
the whole class!" I remain con-
vinced that my procrastination
habits started right then and there.
So, is it time for you to suc-
cumb to the "better late than never"
philosophy? No. But it is time to
realize that you can do something
about it. First, accept that flashes
of inspiration and motivation are
reserved for the small and fortu-
nate minority of people who make
a difference in this world without
even seeming to break a sweat.
These are the great builders of his-
tory, and they are the reason the
rest of us keep on trying.
Second, remember the words
of Anne's teacher in Anne ofGreen
Gables: "Tomorrow is another day,
with no mistakes in it. Yet." If we
can forgive ourselves for the fail-
ings of yesterday, we will not find
the challenges of tomorrow quite
so ominous.
Finally, stop complaining and
take action. Get up at seven in the
morning, stop drinking on Tues-
days, blow up your
computer whatever it takes. Just
realize when you are wasting time
and stop it. Do something impor-
tant instead, like sending an allstu
with sidewalk chalk.
Hmm. How about starting the
paper that was due last week,
YOUMUZnUOICLSFEMOUT.
The Kenyon Collegian serves as a forum for
opinions on Issues that affect Kenyon. Letters to the
. editor are welcomed.
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FRIDAY
Hypnotist Tom DeLuca. 8 p.m.
Oct. 3
Lounge
Oct 3-- 4
Oct4
RosseHall
At Kenyon
EVENTS
Tomorrow "Diversity at Kenyon." 4:15 p.m. Snowden Multicultural Center.
Tomorrow Tom DeLuca, hypnotist. 8 p.m. Rosse Hall
Saturday "Mushrooms of Knox County." Nature walk with mycologist Dick
Grimm. 10 a.m. KCES
Sunday Canoe trip on the Kokosing. 3 p.m. Meet at the Laymon Road bridge
Sunday KCES Children's Series: "Celebrate Our Native American Heritage"
Folklorists and singers Sarah Goslee Reed, Lisa Hill and Erin Salva. 3-- 5 pm. KCES
Monday "Considering Graduate School," sponsored by the CDC. 4 p.m. Olin
Auditorium
Tuesday
Center '
"Choosing a Career," sponsored by the CDC. Common Hour Cwzier
"Becoming a Teacher," with Lisa Vahey. 12:30 p.m. Lower Dempsey
' "American Buffalo" 8 p.m. Hill Theater
Resumes and interviewing skills for aspiring teachers," with Lisa Vahey.'
Noon. Lower Dempsey Lounge
Oct. 4 Heart of Ohio Tour. 1- -7 p.m. KCES
Oct 5 Heart of Ohio Tour. 1- -7 p.m. KCES
FILMS
Saturday ; Love and Other Catastrophes, 8 pjn., Higley Auditorium
Wednesday Parting Glances, 10 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Oct 3 Go Fish, 8 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Oct 4 It's My Party, 8 pjn. Higley Auditorium
Oct 5 The Burmese Harp, 7:30 p.m. Olin Auditorium
LECTURES
Today "NADA-Recept- or Regulation of Reserpine-Induce- d Fos Expression in
the Rat Striatum," by Zach Florin 99. 7:30 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Monday "The Future of the Social Sciences," by Irving Louis Horowitz, professor
of sociology, Rutgers University. 7:30 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Tuesday "The Social Sciences: Reflections by a Publisher and a Practitioner,"
by Irving Louis Horowitz. Common Hour. Peirce Lounge
Oct 3 African American women's health by seniors Alicia Baker and Karen Scott.
4:15 p.m. Crozier Center
Oct 6 "From Orbit to Oceans: Perspectives on Earth and the Environment,"
by Katherine Sullivan, president and chief executive officer. Center of Science and
Industry, 7:30 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Oct. 7 "Intergenerational Relationships and Slave Emancipation in 19th-centu- ry
Africa," by Pamela Scully, history. Common Hour, Peirce Lounge
HON
Now appearing weekly in the Kenyon Collegian.
loo:u;:g ran sor.iE
Diuznsions?
Want to have your campus activity listed In
Diversions? Contact the Collegian through e-m- ail
at COLLEGIAN.
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DIVERSION
a weekly listing of local and regional events
SEPTEMBER 25 - OCTOBER 9
Off the Hill
CONCERTS
Tomorrow Columbus Symphony Orchestra Chamber Ensemble Concert,
8 p.m., Palace Theater. (614) 228-860-0.
The following concerts are at the Newport Music Hall. Call (614) 431-628- 5 for
more information.
Tonight Mad Hatters Ball (Dance Night), 9 p.m.
Tomorrow Clutch616 undone, 7 p.m.
Saturday Ekoostik Hookah, 9 p.m.
Oct 2 Mad Hatters Ball (Dance Night), 9 p.m.
Oct 3 An Evening with Robert Hunter, 7 p.m.
Oct. 4 Moonlight Drive Doors Tribute Band, 8 p.m.
Oct 9 Mad Hatters Ball (Dance Night), 9 p.m.
The following concerts are at the Cleveland Agora. Call (2 1 6) 22 1 -- 888 1 for more
, , information.
Sept. 28 George Winston, 6:30 p.m.
EVENTS
Saturday Franklin County Fairgrounds, MJR Clothing Sale. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.Free
admission. 4700 Columbia Street
Sunday Centerburg's Oldtime Farming Festival, Hilliard Township Park
MOVIES
Opening tomorrow:
THE ASSIGNMENT (Aidan Quinn, Ben Kingsley) In order to trap a terrorist,
an American naval officer who looks like the madman must learn to think and act
just like him.
BREAKING UP (Russell Crowe, Salma Hayek) A New York couple confront
the ups and downs of maintaining a romantic relationship in the face of real life.
GUMMO (Linda Manz, Max Perlich) The action focuses on a group of odd
teens in Xenia, Ohio, as the town recovers from being destroyed by a tornado.
THE ICE STORM (Kevin Kline, Joan Allen) The movie focuses on one long
evening in 1973 during a dysfunctional family gathering for Thanksgiving.
THE LOCUSTS (Kate Ca pshaw, Jeremy Davies) A drifter who breezes into
a small town in Kansas ends up falling in love with the life of a small town.
THE PEACEMAKER (George Clooney, Nicole Kidman) A Colonial and
nuclear physicist race against time to keep a nuclear weapon out of the hands of
a terrorist.
SOUL FOOD (Vanessa Williams, Vivica A. Fox) When the head of the family
takes ill, her young grandson must struggle to keep the family together.
D1997 Witty Mllltr dltt. by http:www.wllevtoom.com
Wathlmtoh Foit Wrlttri Irtgp E-m- ail: wlley swIleytooMS.ooivi
For locations and showtimes call AMC Theatres:
Lennox 24 (614)429-4262- ; Westerville 6 (614)890-334- 4;
Eastland Plaza 6 (6 14)86 1 -- 8585 ; Dublin Village
18(614)889-011- 2.
MOVIE CAPSULES COURTESY OF
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMBUS.
for the 1997-9- 8 academic year. Enclosed is a check for
$30. Please send the Collegian to:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
STATE: ZIP:
M:iil to: Business Manager, The Kenyon Collegian, Student
Activities Center, Gambier, OH, 43022.
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Rutgers
Irving Louis
Horowitz to
discuss politics
and sociology
BY SARAH COOMBS
Staff Writer
Rutgers University professor
Irving Louis Horowitz will speak
on 'The Decomposition of Sociol-
ogy and the Reconstruction of the
Social Sciences" at Higley Aud-
itorium Monday at 7:30 pm.
Common Hour Tuesday he will
speak from a slightly different per-
spective on "The Social Sciences:
Reflections by a Publisher and a
Practitioner" in Peirce Lounge.
Horowitz will discuss his con-
cerns for the future of sociology,
Martindell
BY LISA GROESZ
Staff Writer
Faces on the second floor of
the Student Affairs Center have
changed. Jane Martindell has be-
come the new dean for academic
advising, replacing dean Liz
Keeney.
Martindell left the mountains
of Colorado to come to Kenyon
College. "I had been contemplat-
ing a job change," said Martindell.
"It struck me as a great position.
This is me, this is what I want to do.
The more I heard about Kenyon,
the more I liked it, so I applied."
Martindell worked previously
at Western State College as an
assistant vice president for aca-
demic support services. She said
the shift to Kenyon has "been ex-
citing."
"Moving is logistically a
nightmare. Everyone teases me
about leaving the beauty of the
mountains. But here is a different
type of beauty," Martindell said.
Martindell has postive reac- -
Hughes named new area
BY KATIE SUTTLE
Staff Writer
New to the Office of Residen-
tial Life this year is Samnntha
Hughes, area coordinator for first
year students. Hughes is a recent
graduate of Ohio University where
she earned her bachelor's degree
in interpersonal communication
and this spring recieved her
master's in Education with a focus
in college student personnel.
Hughes is Kenyon's third area
coordinator for first year students
in less than a year. Prior to I Iughes,
the position was held by Allison
Black and later Bonnie Erwin
Hughes was recruited by Dean
ofResidential Life Doug Zipp, who
approached the director of her
professor redefines sociology
which he feels is becoming too
politicized in the wake of move-
ments such as feminism and
multiculturalism, explained Pro-
fessor ofSociology John Macionis.
Horowitz said, "Sociology
has become so enmeshed in the
politics of advocacy and the ideol-
ogy of self-righteousn- ess that it is
simply unaware of, much less able
to respond to, new conditions in
the scientific as well as social envi-
ronment in which it finds itself."
Citing various colleges that
have seriously considered closing
their sociology departments in re-
cent years, including Yale and the
University ofCalifornia. Macionis
agrees that the science is "defi-
nitely weaker than a decade or two
ago."
He also agrees there is a need
for a common method of socio-
logical research. Horowitz,
however, questions this possibil- -
joins Kenyon family
If
' " t
Kate Bennett
tions to her experiences at Kenyon
so far. "I'm enjoying a lot of
things," she said. "I'm excited that
the students are finally back. That' s
the best part of the job the student
contact. I really enjoy the faculty
and staff. They've been really we-
lcoming. It's a real positive
environment to walk into."
Martindell has several goals
for the year. "First," she said, "I
want to observe and hopefully I
can add new dimensions from my
perspective. I really want to make
a point to get out to student events
so I can see them in places other
than my office."
f
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Kassie Scherer
master's program.
Hughes and Zipp plan to
strengthen residential life at
Kenyon.
"I want to strengthen the resi-
dent advisor program. I want to
A
Public Affaire
ity for a reconciliation between
political ideals and the scientific
aspect of sociology.
Horowitz calls for a change in
the basic approach to the study of
society: return to the original ideas
ofscience. According to Horowitz,
only then, through complete atten-
tion to fact instead of politics, can
the truth be reached. Calling him
an "interesting character,"
She also wants to meet the
faculty "so she jean communicate
to the students what their goals
are." Additionally, Martindell feels
that Kenyon's program for stu-
dents with disabilities needs more
structure.
Although Martindell hasn't
had much spare time yet, there are
several activities she wants to pur-
sue in her time off.
"I'm a mountain person," she
said. "I do mountain biking, moun-
tain climbing - so I need to find
new interests. I do love to read
poetry. I have not written a lot, but
I love to read it and find it more
enjoyable than anything else."
Martindell's family is located
in Arizona and Kansas. She said
because she spent time growing up
on a farm "in a sense this is a
homecoming to a small midwestem
town."
"I'm really excited to be here
and I want to thank everyone --
faculty, staff, students for making
it such a smooth transition,"
Martindell said.
coordinator
establish it more as an opportunity
to get leadership experience," said
Hughes, who was herself an RA
while at OU. "Learning at a young
age to be assertive and to separate
personal issues from their jobs will
benefit them later in life no matter
what field they go into," she said.
I Iughes also hopes to increase
the number of programs presented
in first year residence halls.
Additionally, Hughes is re-
sponsible for the supervision of
the First Year Council.
"I really will just sort of sit
and observe in case they have any
questions," said Hughes. "I hope
that it's active and does things. I
think it's good way for students, to
become more involved and gain
leadership experience."
'Sociology has become so enmeshed in the
politics of advocacy and the ideology of self-righteousn- ess
that it is simply unaware of,
much less able to respond to, new conditions
in the scientific as well as social environment
in which it finds itself.'
Irving Louis Horowitz
Macionis said Horowitz's radically
conservative ideas should make for
interesting discussions.
Horowitz is also the editor in
chief of Transaction Publishers,
the largest independent distributor
of books on social science.
Horowitz has also distin-
guished himself as a writer. His
autobiography, Daydreams and
Nightmares: Relections on a
Random Moments
What song title best describes Kenyon social life?
Kirk Greer '98
Silent Night.
v;.' ,
' Naomi Enright '00
Doin' it and Doin' it.
v.'
r
f 1 fr'c Smith '99
Why Don't we get Drunk and
Screw.
4
I
Paul Stinson '00
: I Can't get no Satisfaction.
Photos by Noelle Aiello and Jane Ward
In addition to working with
first year students in FYC and aca-
demic advising, Hughes also lives
with first year students in an apart-
ment in Gund Hall.
"It's kind ofdifferent. My first
year in grad school, I lived in a
residence hall," said Hughes. "I
like it. It helps me get the feel of the
campus."
Hughes has been at Kenyon
Harlem Childhood, is used in Pro-
fessor of Sociology Howard
Sacks's course Identity in Ameri-
can Society. Given Horowitz's
status as a professor, publisherand
writer, Macionis said Kenyon is
"lucky to have him."
Horowitz's lectures, spon-
sored by the Department of
Anthropology and Sociology, are
free and open to the public.
for a little more than a month.
"I'm enjoying the small cam-
pus. OU has the same feel," Hughes
said. "I'm already starting to rec-
ognize a lot of faces."
"I think the thing that strikes
me the most about the students is
that they are very accepting of dif-
ferences and they want to learn,"
Hughes said.
$.,...: . Jl
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Charles Rice: Gambier Citizen of the Year
BY BEN BAGOCIUS
Staff Writer
Charles Rice, a retired
Kenyon psychology professor and
editor of the Psychological
Record, was recently named the
1 997 Gambier Citizen of the Year.
Rice has lived in Gambier
since 1969, all four of his children
here, served as a College Town-
ship Fire Department volunteer
for 25 years and knows just about
everyone in town.
"Forme, this is aperfect com-
munity. It's small. You do in fact
know people as more than ac-
quaintances. When issues arise,
you can express your views and
influence outcomes," Rice said.
During the 1997 Fourth of
July celebration and ceremony in
Gambier, Rice learned that he had
been named Gambier Citizen of
the Year. According to Rice, "The
village council nominates differ-
ent people. It usually recognizes
people who have lived in the vil-
lage quite a while and who are
active in a variety of things."
Originally from Zanesville,
Rice attended Denison University
and majored in history. After
graduating from Denison, Rice
moved to Minneapolis, and went
into business. His desire to be-
come a college administrator led
Story behind Peirce stained glass windows
BY MICHELLE SANTANGELO
Senior Staff Writer
Peirce Hall, built in 1929, fea-
tures a wealth of unusual sights
ranging from the Great Seal in the
entrance way to the Minstrel's Gal-
lery to the weathervane depicting a
student in full commencement
dress atop the tower. Among these
sights are many stained glass win-
dows, created by Charles J.
Connick, which line the walls of
the Great Hall and the tower stair-
case as an intensely colored
testimony to the both the history
and mission of the college.
"Mr. Connick' s windows have
all the raw chromatic beauty and
feeling of those done by the medi-
eval craftsmen and the rich light
which filters through them satu-
rates this lofty hall with wondrous
color and atmosphere," said Carle
Robbins in the June 15, 1929 edi-
tion of a local periodical called the
Bystander.
Peirce's construction was
funded in part by the Episcopal
Diocese of Ohio, William Nelson
Cromwell and Frank H. Ginn, an
1890 Kenyon alumnus. It brought
together two of the era's best-know- n
designers and craftsmen,
Connick and Chicago architect
Alfred Granger, of Kenyon's 1887
graduating class. Granger called
Connick "unquestionably the
greatest artist in stained glass in
0
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him to accept a position at Kenyon
as assistant of admissions in Janu-
ary 1955.
Rice commented, 'The inter-
esting thing about being in
admissions was being able to get
to know all about Kenyon. I got to
know professors, including Ran-
som. It was a very intimate place.
There were only 500 students."
In 1957, Rice became the di- -,
rector of scholarships. His main
goal, however, was to become an
academic administrator. In order
to do so, he "then needed an ad-
vanced degree."
Rice attended Florida State
to complete his graduate work.
Rice said, "I became interested in
the research aspects of psychol-
ogy. Experimental psychology
became my main interest after
working with Winthrop Kellogg,
America"
The windows in the Philan-
der Chase Memorial Tower depict
the life of Philander Chase. The
windows on the second floor land-
ing follows him through his visits
to the Mohawk and Oneida Indi-
ans, the teaching expedition he
made to New Orleans, and his
departure from Hartford to travel
west. In the upper group of win-
dows, PhilanderChase is seen as a
symbolic Bishop figure.
"These Bishop Chase memo-
rial windows are exquisitely
colored, in brilliant reds, greens
and blues. The figures are done in
the best mediaeval style, with stiff
and formal faces and postures.
The impression most readily
gained from the windows is that
they have somehow been taken
from an ancient European cathe-
dral and transferred to the
Memorial Tower," wrote an un-
known author in the May 17, 1929
edition of The Kenyon Collegian.
The windows in the Great
I lall illustrate some of the greatest
works in English literary history.
Subjects range from Beowulf to
the Lewis Carroll's Alice in Won-
derland.
According to the Kenyon Col-
lege Bulletin of June 1929, 'These
windows will serve, as happy and
beautiful decorations, quietly sing-
ing in color of subjects that will
gradually become more familiar
'For me, this is aperfect community. It's
small. You do in fact know people as more
than acquaintances. When issues arise, you can
express your views and influence outcomes.'
Charles Rice
one of my professors."
Rice graduated from Florida
State University in 1962 with a
Ph.D. in experimental psychology.
"After you get out of graduate
school, you're very poor, so I started
teaching a course or two at Califor-
nia State University at Hayward,"
Rice said. Shortly afterward, Rice
became a research psychologist at
Stanford Research Institute.
Rice returned to Kenyon as a
psychology professor in 1968 just
prior to the college's decision to
become coeducational. Rice had
been living in San Francisco when
he decided to accept his position at
Kenyon. .,
.
"At the time he said, "there
were many Vietnam War demon-
strations in San Francisco. I decided
to leave that area for something
else. Gambier is a good place to
raise children." His wife Jo, whom
he met as an undergraduate at
Denison, and their children, moved
to Gambier. Rice remained a pro
in this new guise, much as music
enriches our memory of lyrical po-
etry."
The bulletin also stated, "Sub-
jects have been chosen for their
substantial influence toward wis-
dom and good nature with special
reference to poets and their imagi-
native regions for they most clearly
invite the glass man's accompani-
ment of stout lines and brilliant
colored light."
In most cases, the windows are
two-tiere- d, with a double set of
medallions showing familiar scenes
and characters from these works.
An entire bay window is devoted to
Shakespeare, featuring 77;e Mer-
chant of Venice, A Midsummer
Night 's Dream, Hamlet and Romeo
and Juliet. The bay on the west
side, however, features American
contributions to literature.
"The windows suggest the
story of our literary history in a
manner more playful than pro-
found," said Connick.
"The series of windows with
tracery in the great dining hall of a
boys' college stirred us all with its
opportunity to reach a young audi-
ence," said Connick.
Born in 1875 to a poor family
living in Pittsburgh, Connick found
his way to stained glass artistry
more by accident than by design.
The summer of 1910, which
Connick spent in France, inspired
his craftsmanship. While visiting
fessor at Kenyon until his retire-
ment in 1994.
His first year as a Kenyon
psychology professor was a period
of tremendous change for the col-
lege. "The first year of women
here had a difficult time, but they
recognized that that was a possi-
bility," Rice said. Comparing his
previous experience at Kenyon as
an admissions assistant and then,
later, as a professor, Rice stated, "I
think Kenyon, by admitting
women, became a much healthier
place socially."
Not only was Rice a well re-
spected psychology professor, but
he also became the editor of the
Psychological Record in 1975.
The journal, which Rice still
edits, moved to Kenyon, and has
been here ever since. Samuel B.
Cummings Jr. Professor of Psy-
chology Jon Williams serves as
associate editor. "It's an interna-
tional journal. Currently we have
submissions from England, Nor
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the Chartres Cathedral, Connick
recognized the power of the pure
colors used in the stained glass
windows.
According to the February 1,
1987editionof TheLiving Church,
"He was determined to recover the
art as it had once been practiced, to
stand against the opalescent style
which had so little spiritual depth."
Connick possessed his own
opinion about the change he inst-
ituted in stained glass work.
"Stained glass was an abomina- -
way, Japan and Israel, among oth-
ers," Rice said.
One of Rice's most reward-
ing experiences has been his
position as a College Township
Fire DeparUnent volunteer since
1970. Later he became the assis-
tant chief and was in charge of the
emergency squad.
'There were always four or
five students who volunteered with
the fire department, so it was an
opportunity to get to know stu-
dents in a different context. It's a
1 80 degree tum from a completely
academic environment," Rice
said. "It's not a passive activity.
You've got to meet situations and
solve problems with life and death
significance. But you also get to
know people. I met a substantial
amount of people through my in-
volvement with this."
Rice's many years of service
to the community contributed
largely to his designation as Gam-
bier Citizen of the Year.
He takes immense pride in
the students and faculty at Kenyon
and in the citizens of Gambier,
and stated, "Both Kenyon and
Gambier have that special ex-
change. You can learn what other
people are thinking and their rea-
sons for thinking so. We all want
good things for our community
and for each other."
revealed
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tion before God for a while, but
now it's coming into its own," he
said. "About time, too, for it took
700 years."
Connick recognized the value
of the light in his book Adventures
in Liglu and Color, where he wrote,
"Pretty-pictur- e stuff can be mis-
leading, for the most enduring and
beautiful qualities of a window are
not pictorial; they are in frankly
patterned designs and they depend
upon quiet vibrations of light for
their beauty."
i
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Community involvement, consistency at
BY SARAH HART
Staff Writer
Kenyon students wishing to
wake up to a more pleasant sound
than the strange beeps and static
that curse radio stations in rural
communities can now rest easy.
WKCO 91.9 F.M., Kenyon's stud-
ent-run radio station, went back
on the air Monday.
From 7 a.m. until 2 a.m., seven
days a week, the station will play a
wide variety ofmusic ranging from
classic and alternative rock to hip-ho- p
and electronic.
S tephen Scott '99, the station s
general manager, hopes that with
WKCO's consistent scheduling,
students will find they can expect
certain types of music at certain
times. "For instance," says Scott,
"we figure 6 to 8 is a prime study
and dinner time, so we'll be play-
ing jazz then." The station plans to
play more experimental music later
at night. In the mornings, Scott
hopes to have a talk radio program
with classic and alternative rock.
With 90 students working for
the station, WKCO is one of the
largest student organizations on
campus. This semester, 60 student
disk jockeys, chosen by Scott and
Programming Director Josh
Ruberg '99 from the 90 members,
fill 70 time slots. Any Kenyon
student can become a member of
WKCO.
During the second semester
there will be an intern program for
students to familiarize themselves
with the radio station. The next
year they will be qualified to have
Animal
BY MEGHEAN FOLEY
Book Critic
We all have dreams that
pretty much goes without saying.
But how many of us truly live them
out? I'm not talking about those
dreams where your arm is cut off
or you fall off the Empire State
Building. I'm talking about those
dreams where you fly, where you
dance like you've never danced
before, where the person you love
with all your heart and soul finally
loves you back. Those are the
dreams that Barbara Kingsolver
weaves into an unforgettable story
ofcourage, life'scommitmentsand
love in Animal Dreams.
According to one of the book's
characters, Loyd Peregrina, "ani-
mals dream about the things they
do in the daytime, just like people
do. If you want to have sweet
dreams you've got to live a sweet
life." Journeying with the heroine
Codi Noline to her hometown of
Grace, Ariz., the reader gets a
glimpse of all the emotional dam-
age and baggage a person could
accumulate if Loyd's advice went
unheeded. Banishing all memo-
ries from her mind, Codi lives a
life without dreams and without
strings. An unlikely heroine if
WKCO Programming Schedule, First
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
7-- 9 AM Dan Bowles- - Alex Jablonski- - Joseph Fouse- - Alex Jablonski- - Nebojsa Kesic- - Alex Jablonski- - OFF-AI- R
JazzClassical TalkPunk Rock Classical TalkPunk Rock Hip-Ho- p TalkPunk Rock
9-- 11 AM Maureen Foley- - Stuart Rice- - Pamela Maslen- - Seth Fangboner- - John Egan- - Matt Welling- - Stuart Rice-Sk- a
International FunkHip-Ho- p SkaRocksteady MetalRock JazzIndieFemale International
11-- 1 PM J. JordanR. David Breithaupt- - Alex Minard- - Lindsay Yurgine-- Eli Kiefaber-Roc- k Chris Fry-- Holly Kwak- -
Corpuz-- Hawaiian RockBlues Classic Classic IndieHardcore IndieJazz
Spoken Word RockBlues RockAlternative Electronic
1-- 3 PM J. Corrigan-- M. Courtney- - Tim Foad- - Rock Jan Cameron-- Vanessa Brown- - Gregyotruba-- SPORTS-Ro- b
Classic RockFunk Brooks- - IndieElectronic FemaleIndie IndieClassic Rock Kletzker
FunkReggae Classical
3-- 5 PM lonn Neumann- - Lindsay Cates- - Jessica Dolce- - B. BermanA. Malcolm . Josh Carrick- - SPORTS-- Rob
Classic Rock New Music RockAltemative MillerClassic Auchincloss-Hip- - Reggae Kletzker
RockAlternative HopJazz
5--6 PM Josh Ruberg- - Jazz NEWS- - Chris Fry SPORTS-- Rob HEALTH HOUR- - NEWS- - Chris Fry CAMPUS Jared Hirsch- -
Kletzker Tracy Schermer, FORUM-Stephe- n Rock
MD Scott
6-
-8 PM J- - McNeillR. Grant Schulert-- Colin McLear-- Jason Morris- - Will Kaplan- - Dan Wilcock-- Shari Mendler--
Zajac- - Rock Blues JazzFusion BluesJazz SwingLounge PunkSka FunkJazzZydeco
Hardcore
8-- 10 PM P. LeukensC Daryl Rubinstein- - Josh Ruberg- - Stephen Scott- - Jon Moodey-- R. RiceA. Esther Cely-80-s
Kielland-Hiptri- p- Acid Jazz BluesJazz Fusion Acid JazzIndie JazzFunk Kalufanya-- Rock fi
hop , ; Electronica WorldHip-Ho- p i
10-1- 2 AM Lindsay Cates- - Stephen Scott- -
!
' S. BersonJ. Daniel Wilcock-- . M. GlinnF. Simon Kellman- - Josh Davis- - 1
IndieFefnali IndieElectronica' ' GoldbergD. PunkSka Bierman-Hip-Ho- p Hip-- RockIndie H
' Solar- - Hip-Ho- p Hardcore hopElectronica I
J 2--2 AM C. MeyerM. Kristin Komazec-- Michael Guldan-- Seth Fangboner- - Jon Keeling- - Neal Teague-Hi- p- Bruce Kiracofe- - 1
Hermannr Indie Indie --' Techno SkaRocksteady AltemativeFunk Hop Jazz II,T" ' I ' ' "'" I I " - ' j 80s I I HThis schedule is subject to change at any time. Please see thechanges to this schedule. This schedule
their own time slot. The DJs are
chosen according to the quality of
music they play, experience, se-
niority and what is presendy needed
for the station.
Scott, who worked last year as
the station s music director, a posi-
tion now filled by Dan Wilcock
'99, is very excited about the com
Dreams
anything, she has a lot to learn
from Loyd.
Codi, brought to life through
Kingsolver' s vivid imagery and
descriptions, enables us to cry with
her, to laugh out loud at some of
the situations she gets herself into
, to sigh as some of us like to do
when we're reading love stories,
and ultimately to find inspiration
to make our dreams come true
transforming the intangible into
the tangible.
While the sheer sappiness of
some "feel-good- " books can make
you want to gag at all their do-go- od
preaching, Animal Dreams takes a
step back from such blatant offer-
ings of hope. Hope, "a most
dangerous thing ... that involves
giving a great deal of yourself
away" becomes Kingsolver's
subtle gift to her reader. Believe
me, it's a gift worth taking.
From start to finish, Aninutl
Dreams stands as a testament to
the beauty of the human spirit in all
its capacity to love. Through Codi
and Loyd, the book questions just
how important that capacity truly
is. The answer Kingsolver gives
ultimately lies in the words of her
title animal dreams. Imagaine a
reality based on our dreams.
Wouldn't that be amazing?
ing year for WKCO. Ideas for pro-
grams include a news program
twice a week which will keep
Kenyon students in touch with the
world at large. Scott also has plans
for utilizing both officials from the
school and community members.
Scott feels that WKCO should not
only provide music and news but
avoids sappiness
"Kingsolver is a writer of rare ambition and unequivocal talent
Animal Dreams is a complex, passionate, bravely challenging book."
Chicago Tribune.
The cover of
Semester, 1997-199- 8 Academic Year
station door (in the basement ofFair Hall) for the most recent
was last updated on September 21, 1997.
also act as a key participant in
binding the community together.
"WKCO has the potential to
be a community player that it hasn' t
been in the past, especially for the
Kenyon community. I think it can
be a resource for both the school
and Gambier. It has the ability to
go into the community, especially
Barbara Kingsolver's new Animal Dreams
WKCO
with cultural events."
WKCO works with several
other organizations to bring bands
and music to school and commu-
nity functions, such as last Friday's
WKCO Autumn Non-Form- al Ball,
which was held in coorpe ration
with Ethnic Events and Services.
Interested in
writing album
reviews, articles on
book reviews for
Arts & Entertain-
ment? E-m- ail John
Sherck
(SHERCKJ)
.lit- -
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Hypnotist will do anything but put you to sleep
BY GIL REYES
Staff Writer
"It's the best show I've seen
since I've been at Kenyon," said
Brad Goodson '99 of Tom
DeLuca's hypnotism show. See-
ing is believing: this Friday at 8
p.m. in Rosse Hall.Tom DeLuca
brings his unique form of enter-
tainment back to Kenyon.
DeLuca plans on mystifying a
Kenyon audience for the third time
with hypnotic suggestions and
games. Even those who do not get
theopportunity to follow his swing-
ing watch will be entertained by
the actions of fellow students put
under his influence.
"Last year he took my watch
and used it in one of his tricks,"
said Andrew Shannon '99. "I know
it sounds weird, but sometimes I
get the feeling the watch is reading
my mind."
Shannon said "He's probably
one of the best performers we've
brought here."
Performing here many times,
DeLuca has earned quite a reputa-
tion at Kenyon. Approximately 800
students packed Rosse Hall for last
year's performance, to the point of
lining the aisles and cramming
against the stage. This year the
seating will be limited to 650, the
Old 97' s:
BY BEN KEENE
Music Critic
Alternative. A term nearly
everyoneissickofhearing. Well,
Ijustmay have stumbled upon an
elixir for an ailing musical genre.
Honky tonk. That's right, and the
Old 97' s, a band which took its
name from a 1906 train wreck
ballad, just may fit the descrip-
tion for the perfect cure.
Too Far To Care, the major
label debut from this Texas four-
some, seems to have found a
satisfactory compromise between
pop sensibil ity and country swing .
Therein, the Old 97's approach
common themes such as lost love
with a somewhat stereotypical
western perspective, crafting
songs which could just as easily
be found on the soundtrack to a
western as on a modem rock
playlist.
Following in the footsteps of
bands such as Cracker, Wilco and
even The Refreshments, their
songs, such as "WTX Teardrops"
layer clever lyrics like: "But I
thought about the woman who I
left to roam the land.and I cried
so much it dug a rut they call the
Rio Grande" over the mournful
cry of a pedal steel.
Overall, these Dallas twenty-somethin- gs
write familiar
melodies with a contemporary
twist, attacking their instruments
with a tenacity proving that they
are no greenhorns when it comes
'He's probably one of
the best performers
we've brought here.'
Andrew
Shannon '99
actual capacity of Rosse.
Eli Kiefaber '99, chair of the
Social Board, said that DeLuca's
act is divided into two parts. First
he performs a type of magic show
involving watches and numbers.
Then he picks approximately
twenty audience members to hyp-
notize and embarrass before the
student body.
In past years, students have
spoken and translated alien lan-
guages, fallen in love at first sight,
"ilicked off the student DeLuca
claimed was a police officer, be-
lieved their hand was talking to
them and started to strip off their
clothing after DeLuca told them
they were very warm. Last year'
participants remember ascending
the stage and then returning to their
seats, but nothing more.
Said Shawn Bakken ',99 ..The
people up on stage kxk so inno
cent, but before you know it, they're
doing some of the funniest danc-
ing you've ever seen."
Added Goodson "It's not only
Alternative elixir
to music. Bright, jangly rhythm
guitars and rolling drum beats
which sound like a steam engine
barreling around abend give songs
like "Timebomb" and "Four Leaf
Clover" all the frantic intensity of
a lovesick teenager. Conversely,
the slower ballad "Salome" owes a
great deal to country legendJohnny
Cash.
Although the Old 97's have a
tendency to recycle their favorite
riffs, the lead guitar nonetheless
bites through adriving melody like
a rattlesnake, recalling the likes of
guitar greats Chuck Berry and
What: Tom DeLuca,
hypnotist
When: Friday, 8 p.m.
Where: Rosse Hall
amazing, it's also hilarious. I mean,
it's not every day you get to watch
.your friends make fools of them-
selves."
First practiced in the 1 8 th cen-
tury, hypnotism is the act of leading
subjects into a trance-stat- e of al-
tered consciousness. Subjects are
very relaxed and open to sugges-
tions.
DeLuca earned his master's
degree in psychology from
Sangamon State University in
Springfield, 111. While working as
a therapist, he began appearing be-
fore local ci vie organizations where
a businessman recognized his po-
tential and encouraged him to
become an entertainer. --&T t- -
DeLuca reftofidvhisivaet! in
nightclubs throughout the Mid-
west. DeLuca has popularized
hypnotism on the collegecircuit.j
A three-tim- e winner of the
National Association for Campus
Activities "College Entertainer of
the year" award, DeLuca travels
the nation with his unique show.
Scotty Moore. And when the
walking bassline becomes lost in
the chum of the band, vocalist
Rhett Miller earnestly carries
verse after verse, desperately
conveying his hopeless situation.
So there you have it, a rock
band which can boast the use of
a banjo alongside the buzzing
feedback ofa fender electric gui-
tar. The Old 97's may not be
able to win the West back from
European electronica, but they
would sure make Hank Williams
. proud. Don't mess with Texas.
Grade: B
AV' v
V
Hypnotist Tom DeLuca performs Friday
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BY JAMES SHERIDAN
Film Critic
Love and Other Catastrophe
Higley Auditorium
Two roommates at an Austra-
lian University deal with the
frenetic and superficial realities of
college life in the '90s. Love and
Other Catastrophes, often referred
to as an Aussie version of the popu-
lar film Singles, is the pet project
of 23-year-- old director Emma Kate
Croghan who also contributed to
the screenplay. Mia (Frances
O'Connor) is a lesbian who
struggles with her commitment to
Danni (Radha Mitchell). Mia's
roommate Alice (Alice Gamer)
sorts through her various relation-
ships with guys to discover "Mr.
Right." With sly references to
Alfred Hitchcock and Saturday
Night Fever, this film (shot in the
course of 17 days) examines the
fluffy academic and sexual crises
of these students.
in Rosse Hall. Public Affairs
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Parting Glances
Wednesday 10:00 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
This 1986 film was directed
.
by Bill Sherwood . It concerns a
book editor named Michael (Rich-
ard Ganoung) who lives in New
York City. His life is complicated
by his live-i- n lover Robert (John
Boldger)andhis former lover Nick
(Steve Buscemi). In the eleven
years since Parting Glances,
Buscemi has become a major star
through such films as Reservoir
Dogs and Fargo.
What is also interesting to note
with a film like Parting Glances is
the way Hollywood handles issues
like AIDS and homosexuality.
Comparing it to films like And Tfie
Band Played On, Longtime Com-
panion and Philadelphia, the
frequency and the tenderness with
which these subjects have been
handled has definitely progressed.
Though perhaps not as strong a
film as those three just mentioned,
Parting Glances deserves a look.
Hardcover
1. Underworld, by Don De Lillo
2. Angel of Darkness, by Caleb Carr
3. Angela's Ashes, by Frank McCourt
4. Conversations With God, Books 1 & 2, by Neale
Walsch
Paperback
1. At Home in Mitford, by Jan Karon
2. Into the Wind, by Jon Krakauer
3. Undaunted Courage, by Stephen Ambrose
Source: The Kenyon Book Store.
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Meet Wayne Cherbet
He's no Jerry Rice (or Paul Warfield for that
matter), but he's done something they haven't
BY FRED B HERMAN AND
MACADAM GLINN
. Senior Staff Columnists
We here at Off the Hill pride
ourselves in the care we take in
bringing you those facts that you
might otherwise have missed in
the hectic media market that is
Northeast-Centr-al Ohio. How
many of you were aware that, as
Bob pointed out several weeks
ago, post game Gatorade dump-
ing can have tragic repercussions?
Or that Dave Sveum had played
such a vital role in the Pirates
pennant hopes? Tidbits like these
have helped us to command the
top dollar that we here at the Off
the Hill have come to expect
This week we'd like to con-
tinue along this vein. Can you
guess which wide receiver had
more catches in his first two years
than anone else in NFL history
during the same time span? Not
Jerry Rice. Not Lynn Swann or
Fred Belitnikoff or Paul Warfield
'
either. It is none other than New
York Jets beloved Hofstra grad
Wayne Cherbet The apple of
Keyshawn' s eye, the B ig Apple' s
.
big man, is the most prolific pass
catcher in history for the first two
years of anyone's career.
I bet very few of you can
guess (unless you are a huge Jag-
uars fan or were watching the
Monday night game) who led the
AFC in receiving yards last year.
It was none other than Jimmy
Smith, the underappreciated Jack-
sonville wide receiver. Jimmy
also had a huge touchdown pass
as the Jaguars knocked off the
VALUE
Small Large
CHEESE PIZZA 5.29 7.79
ONE TOPPING 5.99 8.99
Garden Special,, 7.99 11.99
Mushrooms, Onions, Green Peppers & Black Olives
AlltheMeats 8.99 12.99 14.99
Pepperoni, Ham, 5ausage, Ground Beef & Bacon
The Works,. 3.99 12.99 14.99"'
Pepperoni, Ham, Italian Sausage, Mushrooms, Onions,
Green Peppers & Blark Olives
ADDL TOPPINGS .75 1.00 1.50
Ham Bacon
Pepperoni Anchovies
Italian Sausage Extra Cheese
Sausage Mushrooms
Ground Beef Onions
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
Steelers in their first ever Mon-
day night appearance at home.
While he looks like a long
shottobreakBabeRulh'sseason
home run record of 61, Mark
McGwire has set one record this
year (I bet Charlotte knows which
one). McGwire is the first person
ever to hit 20 home runs in both
leagues in one season. Kudos to
Mark for also taking less money
to stay in a great baseball town,
St. Louis, than he could have
commanded on the open market
Larry Walker is having the
best season a hitter has had in
years in the National League, but
how many of you knevj about it?
He could win the triple crown: he
is two points off the lead for the
batting title, six RBI off the top,.
in that category, and is leading
the NL in home runs! lie's al
ready become one of just four j
people to total more,., than 400
bases in a season, and has carried
the Rockies in their desperate
late season drive. He's got our
vote for NL MVP.
Finally, hoist one this week- -
end to the Pittsburgh Panthers,
who have not had a winning sea-
son since 1988, yet knocked off
the once proud Miami Hurricanes
this past weekend. Pittsburgh is
2-- 1, in fact and the Canes fall to
1-- 2, losers of four of their last
five in the once raucous Orange
BowL That's a far cry from the
record number ofhome wins they
recorded in the late 80 s and early
90's.
On thatnote...GodBless Par-
ity and Probation, and we'll see
you next week.
MENU"-- 7l
Extra Large Equal or
9.69 with Equal
10.99 Small
Large14.29 Extra Large
Cheesesticks
A great tasting Wend
100 real mozurelta
Breadsticks
Dclkiout oven-bake- d
Nacho Cheese Sauce
Extras
Extra Pepperoncims,
or Piua Sauce
eh L-i-
Black Olives Drinks Coca-C- o
Green Peppers 12oi. Cn
20oi BottlesJalapeno Pepped
neat DOLivmrvBanana Peppers Customer pays tM appMcafae
Pineapple
Mt. Vernon
855 Coshocton Ave.
(In Mt. Vernon Plaza next to Revco)
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Newcomers help rugby teams
get off to promising starts
BY CAROLYN HANDE
Sports Editor
Kenyon College rugby teams
continue to prove that they are
tough competition, even as a club
program. Both men and women's
rugby teams kicked off their sea-
son with wins this past Saturday.
With a huge crop of newcomers
this year, the Lords and Ladies are
excited after their promising start.
This past Saturday, the
women's rugby team joined sev-
eral other Kenyon teams who
walked away with wins on home
turf.
The Ladies opened the season
with a 10--0 win against the Uni-
versity of Dayton. Kenyon
controlled all of the game, keeping
most play on Dayton's half. Still,
Dayton proved to be tough compe-
tition; holding off Kenyon scoring
until the end of the game.
Towards the-en- d of the sec-
ond half, Ester Cely '98 broke away
with one f her' typical 5Q,ryard
runs and scored the first try for the
Ladies. Anne Hebert '00 then hit a
game breaker in the closing min-
utes sealing the 10--0 win.
The second victory for
Water polo squad kicks off year
Kenyon splits weekend contests, currently 2--2 on year
BY CAROLYN HANDE
Sports Editor
The Kenyon Water Polo team
got off to a good start this weekend
and currently stands at 2-- 2. After
several weeks of practice, the polo
team proved it could hold its own
PIZZA DEAL
Smaller Size (Limit 3)
or Fewer Toppings
4.00
5.00
6.00
3.49
of Papa John's fresh dough,
cheese 4 our Special Gar Ik Sauce
2.49
sticks with plenty of Papa John's Special Getic Sauce &
30
Special Garlic Sauce, Nacho Cheese Sauce,
-
-
ctosc Sprit or diet Cokt 59
1.59
md cjunnrouT
setes tax
28341
Mon.-Thur- s. 11:00am U:30am
Fri. & Sat. 11.00am 1:30jm
Sunday 11:00am 11:00pm
Kenyon was against John Carroll
University. Although John Carroll
was weaker competition, the La-
dies still had to keep on their toes
for occasional breakaways.
Mareike Wieth '99 was re-
sponsible for one try after an
incredible steal in the John Carroll
end zone. Extra points were then
converted by Matina Karcazes '98.
Leah Plunkett '98 made a hard
push to the goal line to earn the
final try and seal the game at 12-- 0.
Coach Will Valentine was
pleased with the Ladies first show-
ing. "I was very happy with the
way people played, both the re-
turning players as well as the
rookies."
Returning juniors Lindsay
Maher and Liz Dunning were key
players in both wins and newcom-
ers Laura Lind '99 showed
exceptional Uilent for the sport.
"We are a young team, but
with a lot of potential. We weren't
expecting to do this well, but these
two wjnsare a great example of all
our potential," says Maher.
"They played well above ex-
pectations. They were awesome"
said Valentine.
The Lords rugby team also
in a game, despite having only three
subs for the whole weekend.
Its first loss was to 1 8 th ranked
Miami (14-2- ), and the second was
a disappointing losstoFindlay(15-14)- ,
a team Kenyon plans to beat
next time.
The first victory for Kenyon
One Large
One Topping
19i
AVAJUUlf W THIN OR OKKilNAl CKUSI
Exptnu 9JO97. Hot .dl.d ..tin o.., f ... ..:
I dll applicable uici !ja AjJ.I:... j. I., ....j! v.
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Up to Five Toppings
99 i
2 I
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made a fine first showing against
the College of Wooster. Traveling
to nearby Wooster on Saturday,
the Lords dominated the Fightings
Scots winning their opener 28-- 3.
The Lords succeeded at main-
taining control throughout both
halves of the games. The Lords
captain Clint Nash '98 had an im-
pressive three tries, and Jamie
Lester '98 showed his ball han-
dling skills and walked away with
one. Zach Cooper '00 and BJ
Murphy '01 also had one try each.
With the largest and most tal-
ented group of new players, Nash
says of the future of the season,
"It'll depend on how fast we start
to work as a team that will decide
how we'll be this year."
With a very strong scrum and
fast lines, the Lords are looking for
a successful season.
Lester believes the future of
the team is good saying, "The fact
that we dominated Wooster in what
was our first game bodes well for
the rest of the season."
After a tremendous start, both
teams look forward to next
Saturday's games when the Ladies
travel to Wittenberg , and the Lords
to tike on Marietta College.
was against Ohio Wesleyan with a
score of 18-1- 4, a close score al-
though a not-so-clo- se matchup.
Their next win was a shut-o- ut
against Ohio Northern (23-0- ), giv-
ing the offense a chance to perfect
its skills. The team is extremely
pleased with the skills and contri-
bution of Hie new players.
"I was really impressed with
our younger players. They came
out to play despite limited experi-
ence, and did a great jobdefensively
for us," said Jim Hinckley '98.
Torsten Seifert '98 agreed,
saying, 'Thank the stars for Tho-
mas Hinckley. He's a freshman,
but he's the only reason we didn't
get shut out against Miami."
The freshman are pleased with
the performance as well but are
still adjusting. "I really enjoyed
my first collegiate water polo ex-
perience. It was a little rougher
than I'm used to. I have never been
dunked by a goalie before," says
Thomas Hinckley '01.
Overall, the tournament al-
lowed Kenyon to see where it
stands for the rest of the season.
Jeni Snyder '98 said of the
weekend, "We found out where
we were and what we need to do to
reach our end of the season goals."
"We went to play. We just
wanted to do the best with what we
had. We knew it was going to be a
dog-figh- t, and we held our own.
That's all you can really do,"
summed up Matt D' Amour '99.
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Ladies cross country
places second at GLCA
Denison tops nine team field at Earlham
BY CHARLIE PUGH
StaffWriter
Kenyon women's cross-count- ry
team raced exceptionally well
last Saturday at the GLCA meet at
Earlham College in Richmond, Ind.
The Ladies placed second in the
nine team field that consisted of
several NCAC foes. The race was
won by Depauw University, but
the Ladies walked away pleased
after a fine showing.
Kenyon's top four runners
placed in the top 14 overall. Gelsey
Lynn '00 was first for the ladies,
placing third overall. Melissa
GLCA a 'tough race' .
for men's cross country.,
BY JOHN EGAN
Senior Staff writer
The Lords cross country team
had a difficult outing this past
weekend at Ue GLCA Invitational.
Although several of the men ran
outstanding races, it was a sub-pa- r
meet overall for Kenyon. Coach
Duane Gomez stated, "It was a
tough race, and it didn't go as well
as we were hoping."
Bright spots for Kenyon came
from Dan Denning ' 98, who placed
fourth. Ryan Snyder '99 turned in
a strong effort to capture 1 3 th place,
with one of his best times in the
five mile race. Brendan Wilson-Barth- es
'99 also ran a superior
race, finishing with a lifetime per-
sonal record on the rugged course.
Keith Peterson '00 also ran well.
j)IIILMDER'S
.
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Hurley '01, Laura Schults '00,
Christine Breiner '99 and Katie
Temple '99 rounded out the top
five for the Ladies, with finishes of
6th, 10th, 14ih and 28th, respec-
tively.
Lynn responded to her excep-
tional race saying, "I guess I even
surprised myself. I just kept push-
ing forward the whole race and
somehow I ended up in third place
by the end."
The Ladies next race is the
Friendship Invitational at
Cedarville College next Saturday.
The Ladies are currently ranked
20th in the country in Division III.
'This meet showed us
that we have lots of
work ahead of us.'
- Coach Gomez
"This meet showed us that we
have lots of work ahead of us to
keep with our lofly NCAC rank-
ing," said Gomez, "but the Lords
have a great deal of determination
and are looking forward to com-
peting well at the Friendship
Invitational this weekend."
Perhaps this meet can serve as
a bit of a reality check for the
Lords, and as motivation to get
back to the top. James Sheridan
'00 said, "That's the way it goes
sometimes. We'll just have to go
get 'em next week."
Pllli SPECIAL
FOOTBALL
- TO NIGHT
H'EMEM: $5.00 PIZZA NOT
Tni ILSI1AY: W!C MUST SEE TV
(ME J0L US AT THE TLB L PEIRCE IL1SEMENT
SI-UR- S (5:30 MIIIMGIITJ, HI-SA- T (5:30p.m. 1 a.m., delivery until 2)
COSTA RICA
Study Paradise this Spring
Th Organization for Tropical Studiec in partnership with
Duke University offers a field-oriente- d semester abroad program
in tropical ecology and latin American culture. Students earn 1 6 credit
hours in biology, environmental science, and Spanish language & culture.
Credits may be transferred from Duke.
hands-o-n biology cultural immersion field trips
independent projects remote field sites
research exotic wildlife
For brochure and application materials, contact
Organization for Tropical Studies, Duke University
Box 90633, Durham NC 27708-063- 3
Tel: (919) 684-577- 4; E-ma- il: naoacpub.duke.edu
http:www.ots.duke.edu
Application deadline for 1998 Spring semester is October 1 5, 1 997.
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Women's
The Kenyon Ladies soccer
squad was on a roll this wee
winning both of its away games'
against Muskingham University,
2-- 1, and Earlham College, 2-- 0.
Captain Giselle Milord '98
earned player of the day honors
for the game against Muskingham
on Tuesday. Milord, usually
known as Kenyons dynamic
goalie, proved she can play the
field too, scoring both of the La-
dies goals with direct kicks in the
last twenty minutes of the game.
The Kenyon Ladies began
their winning streak by placing
an abrupt halt to their previous
three game losing streak Satur-
day in an impressive 2-- 0 win over
rival fcarlham College. ''Earlham, and Kenyon .ap-
peared evenly ma tch'ed in the (first
half, endihgja fast-pace- d 4min-utes;(wiuV;aiisct)rfekjssl- tieJ
The
Ladies dominated' the second hdlf.i
successfully closing out a well-play- ed
game.
--
J . . .l.l-j.uo- .
u 1 1 vThis critical win could prove
to be a turning point for the La-
dies who previously appeared to
be painting the goal posts purple,
but placing few balls in the net.
SOCCER
Lords fall to Tiffin
in double overtime
The Lords soccer team suf-
fered a disappointing loss
yesterday against Tiffin Univer-
sity in double overtime. Scoring
for the Lords was Elliot Shay ' 98.
The Lords will coming off a
win against conference foe Al-
legheny College in a rain-soake- d
game Saturday afternoon.
A muddy field caused by
hours of unrelenting rain did not
stop the Lords from their usual
strong offensive display. Tim
Davey '01, making his first start
in the purple and white, started
the scoring early in the 5 th minute
of the game. Dribbling down the
right side, Davey unleashed ahard
shot to the far post to beat the
Allegheny keeper.
Kelsey Olds '99 continued
his superb season with his sev-
enth goal of the year. In the 32nd
minute, his shot from inside the
box ricocheted off a Allegheny
defender and into the goal.
.Substitute Andre Kalufanya
'99 finished the Lords scoring for,
the day midway into the second
half with an excellent goal which
saw him dribble past the Allegh-
eny defense before firing a
right-foote-d shot into the net.
Goalie Chris Schilling '98
played well in goal, making four
saves. The only blemish of the
'day for the Lords defense came
MJIJII HIGHLIGHTS
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Anne Paulsen '01 moves past a defender.
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"It was our first conference
) game and we played well. We're
I really off to a good start," said
Kelly Brandow '99. "If we con-
tinue to play like this we have a
(lahce'ofwintiing the conference."
Btandow-score- d her second
goal of the season in Saturdays
game. First-ye- ar Sally Robinson
secured the Kenyon victory scor-
ing her first collegiate goal.
from a penalty late in the game.
The all-arou- nd performance
of the team was solid. The Lords
earned 14 comerkicks and 1 6 shots
in the horrendous conditions they
were forced the play in.
"It was a very good win under
trying conditions,' head coach Jack
De tenon said. The team played
extremely well."
The Lords are now 5-- 2 and 2-- 0
in the NCAC.
Kenyon plays this Saturday
againstBethany College. The game
will begin at the early hour of 1
p.m., a change from the usual 4
pan. start
- Shawn Slaven
VOLLEYBALL
Ladies fare 1- -3 at
John Carroll Invite
Last night the Ladies volley-
ball team losta disappointing 15-- 5,
15-- 9, 13-1- 5, 15-- 1 game to
Muskingum College. The Ladies
hope to add a win tomorrow against
Ohio Northern University.
.1 The Ladies were coming off a
1-- 3 finish in the John Carroll Uni-
versity Invitational last weekend.
Although this was not their best
performance, the Ladies discov-
ered what they need in order to
win.
Rea Oberwetter '99 said about
the weekend, "We played a little
inconsistently overall, but we're
FROM OTHER FALL SPORTS
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Robinson wasn't the only
one establishing Firsts. Becky
Sanford '99, tried her hand in
goal, chalking up seven saves
against the Earlham team sug-
gesting aMilord-Sanfor- d switch
may be more than just a two
game stint.
The Ladies take on
Wilmington at Mavec Field this
Saturday at 3 p.m.
- Molly Preble
really solidifying in terms of
learning what it takes to succeed
in pressure situations."
The Ladies took on Hanover
College in their first game. Un-
fortunately, they were defeated
7-1- 5, 7-- 1 5, 8-- 1 5 despite the lead-
ing offense of Oberwetter and
the defense of Erin Wimmers
99.
' The Ladies struggled again
in their next bout against Calvin
College. Although defeated, the
Ladies forced them into five
games 15-13.6-15,2- -15, 16-1- 4,
14-1-6.
After gaining momentum in
game four, the Ladies seemed to
be making a comeback. How-
ever, after die fifth game the
Ladies faced a final devastating
14- - 16 loss costing them the
match.
On Saturday morning the
Ladies came out slow in their
match against MountUnion Col-
lege and faced an unavoidable
defeat 11-1- 5, 4-1- 5, 5-1- 5. ;
The Ladies rallied from a
substantial deficit in the final
match against Carnegie Mellon
University.
This match proved to be the
highlight of the weekend as their
performace brought them vic-
tory in five tough matches, 9-1- 5,
15- -9, 14-1- 6, 15-- 6, 16-1-4.
The Ladies' amazing come-
back after three lost matches was
truly a show of their strength and
ability.
'That kind of experience is
invaluable for building the team' s
confidence," said Oberwetter.
- Kassie. Scherer
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Wooster denies field hockey history with 6A win
Kenyon falls to 7-- 1
with the loss
BY ASHLEY GRABLE
Staff Writer
Heading into Wednesday's
home match against the College of
Wooster, the Kenyon Field Hockey
team was already the best it could
be.
However, yesterday afternoon
the Ladies saw their nearly histori-
cal winning streak snapped by a
devastating 6--1 loss to rival Col-
lege of Wooster.
With an record of 7-- 0 overall
and a tie for first place in the North
Coast Athletic Conference, the
Ladies were poised to tie the long-
est winning streak in the 26 year
history of the team with a victory
over the Fight ing Scots ofWooster.
The Ladies last opened their sea-
son with an 8-- 0 record in 1982.
With a cheering crowd and
balloon decorated stands, hopes
were high for yet another Kenyon
victory. Unfortunately for Kenyon,
Wooster came out strong and ready
to win.
Even with home field advan-
tage the Ladies could not compare
with Wooster' s exceptional of-
fense.
Defensively, Wooster's goalie
was determined not to allow any
shots to pass, despite several shots
in the circle.
Lords football wins
BY MATT ROBINSON
Staff Writer
Posting Arenaball-lik- e num-
bers, Kenyon football' s high octane
offense (averaging over 40 points
a game) was joined last Saturday
by a feisty Oberlin squad intent on
adding ink to the record book if not
to the win column. As a result, the
audience that congregated in the
McBride Field bleachers witnessed
the most points scored in the
friendly confines since 1962, as
the Lords out-ra- n the Yeomen by a
final of 53-3- 5.
While the result of the game
never really came into question
(Kenyon took the lead for good
just seven minutes into the contest
on a five yard touchdown run by
Anthony Togliatti '99), Oberlin
quarterback James Porter and Air
Oberlin attempted to keep it inter-
esting if not close.
Completely abandoning the
run, the Yeomen (1-- 2) worked
quick slant patterns and screen
passes to set up the occasional long
ball to wideout Felix Brooks-Churc- h
whose acrobatic catches
(13 in all for 82 yards) accounted
for two scores and set up a third.
On the day, Porter would complete
a remarkable 40 of 53 attempts for
315 yards and four touchdowns,
all Oberlin single-gam- e school
records.
But while eating up yardage
THIS WEEK'S RESULTS
THU-- Wat Oberlin, 3--1 '
SAT-
-W vs. Earlham, 4--0
WED L vs. Wooster, 6-- 1
CURRENT RECORD: 7-- 1
NEXT GAME: SAT. at Denison
Scoring the only point for the
Ladies. was Carrie Moore '99 on a
free attempt at goal.
In their sixth match of the sea-
son last Thursday, the Ladies
soundly defeated Oberlin College
by a score of 3-- 1.
In Saturday's home game
against Earlham College, the La-
dies' defensive playing brought
them their seventh win and sopho-
more goalie Erika Prahl's fourth
shutout, with a score of 4-- 0. While
the offense recorded 32 shots on
goal during the match, the defense
kept Earlham from attempting even
one shot on goal.
Scoring was opened in the first
half by Michelle de Tamowsky
'00, wfto was assisted by Phoebe
Walker '98.
Walker continued to shine as
she assisted another first-ha- lf goal,
driven in by Christina Rimelspach
'98.
After halftime, the Ladies
broadened their lead on the Quak-
ers of Earlham with a goal scored
by first-ye- ar Jenn Lindley, assisted
by Moore. Moore then put in the
Ladies' fourth and final goal of the
if ,
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Anthony Togliatti '99 fights past an Oberlin
and records, the ball control scheme
also consumed the clock, and
Coach Arduini downplayed the
Yeomen's accomplishments: "Af-
ter we got the big lead, it seemed
like they were padding the stats
rather than trying to win. I really
can't fault the defense because we
were trying to take away the big
play and the touchdown rather than
the short pass."
Fortunately for Kenyon ( 1 -- 1 ),
Oberlin's defense was more than
Kassie Scherer
Sarah Colestock '99 looks to drive the ball downfield in Saturday's 4-- 0 win over Earlham. The Ladies dropped their first game of
the season yesterday to Wooster, 6--1 at Waite Field.
match.
Entering Wednesday's game,
four of the eight scoring leaders in
the NCAC were members of the
shootout
I V. . . .
J frr
EznTaxd
defender as Terry Parmelee '99 fakes the pass.
accommodating, allowing seven
Lords' touchdowns, one shy of the
school record. Countering
Oberlin's aerial onslaught with a
bruising attack, Kenyon crushed
UPCOMING
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 25 --
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 25 --
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 1 -
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 1 -
Kenyon Ladies. Rimelspach,
Moore, de Tamowsky and Walker
all rank among the best in the con-
ference, along with Prahl, who was
with Oberlin, 53-3- 5
THIS WEEK'S RESULTS
SAT-W- vs. Oberlin, 53-3- 5
NEXT GAME: SAT. at Wittenberg
CURRENT RECORD: 1-- 1
an overmatched Yeomen front line
as running backs Togliatti and
Devin Johnson '98 would score
three times each while rushing for
155 and 125 yards, respectively.
"In this offense we need to
have two good backs, and Devin
and Anthony compliment each
other very well,"offered Arduini.
After taking a 14-- 0 lead on
Togliatti' s second touchdown
scamper, Oberlin would move 42
yards on five plays and answer
with Brooks-Church- 's first score
to close within seven.
Johnson would then close out
the first quarter scoring on a one
yard plunge.
The Lords took a comfortable
21 point cushion into halftime by
way of a Terry Parmalee '99 scor-
ing pass to Mat Classman '99 and
another one yard dive by Johnson.
Compared to the first, the sec-
ond half was a defensive standstill
? t
listed third among goalie leaders.
The Ladies now prepare to
take on Denison University in an
away match on Saturday afternoon.
with Oberlin outscoring Kenyon
21-1- 8. In the third, the Lords could
only manage a 29 yard James Kogut
'00 field goal who remains perfect
on the year in both field goals and
extra points.
"Those points add up and snap-
per Mike Miller '98, holder Tony
Callandar '99 and Jim are doing a
great job," praised Coach.
With the outcome all but de-
cided, the fourth quarter provided
much of the same as the teams
traded touchdowns with Oberlin
closing out the scorefest on a one
yard run by Brian Salter with only
35 seconds remaining.
With a victory under their
" belts, the Lords travel to Wittenberg
this Saturday to face a tough squad
coming off a huge road victory
over Allegheny. In recent years,
the Lords have had trouble staying
with the Tigers.
"In recent years it has gotten
out of hand early. We want to stay
with them at least until halftime
and keep it a game. They're a tough
team, but we can present them with
some problems. We're looking
forward to it," commented Arduini.
HOME SPORTS SCHEDULE
- MEN'S SOCCER vs. Bethany, 1 p.m., Mcwec Field
- WOMEN'S SOCCER vs. Wilmington, 3 p.m. Macec Field
WOMEN'S SOCCER vs. Case Western Reserve University, 4 p.m., Mavec Field
FIELD HOCKEY vs. Oberlin, 4:30 p.m., Waite Field
